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This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Dear Henri,

Thank you for your warm letter and thoughts about my concert in August. You might recall the composition I worked on was called "Orchestral Suite," a movement from a large chamber orchestra I composed. I also gave you a demo of the work. When I returned, I also gave you a demo of the work.

I hope you made it to Naples, Italy, and the feedback was great interest at the time. I expressed great interest at the time and told me there was a chance for a performance. I was sorry to hear of your reduced orchestra, which practically eliminates your doing so. Unless you have another solution, I keep it in mind. I don't see you again.

Keep it in mind. Perhaps you will have a larger orchestra? I hope you will.

I have received your letter. I hope you will. I was deeply appreciative of your movie concerning Napoleon and was deeply appreciative of keeping in touch.

Cordially,

Camilla
Dear Henri

Thank you for your warm letters; and, thoughts about my son August.

You might recall the Competition I showed you was called “Orchestral Suite” 5 movements, one was scored for large chamber orch; I believe I also gave you a demo tape I made with the R.A.L. orchestra in Naples, Italy. You expressed great interest at the time and told me there was a chance of performance. I was sorry to hear your reduced orchestra, which practicing eliminates your doing it; unless of course you see a solution?

Keep it in mind; and, if you see you will have a larger orchestra for some special concert; I hope you will program it?

Your praise concerning Napoleon was deeply appreciated

Let’s keep in touch

Cordially

Carmine